and capability to inform. By taking control of the channels that had been used to alienate PWAs and handling that media with irony and anger Bordowitz's activism is immediately evocative and given permanence through documentation. By creating a film that presented a subjective experience that investigates the domestic, public and historical Bordowitz's Fast Trip, Long Drop handles issues of agency that the activism of the 1980s and 90s were consistently troubled by. By establishing a 'vibrant alternative media' (TACIR 230), Bordowitz's treatment of the politics of representation recalibrated the concepts of the 'general public' (69), the AIDS victim and the mechanisms of control in these representations to problematise the non-PWA gaze.
The photographic representation of PWAs as victims was a pernicious means of ghettoising AIDS as a spectacle for the unaffected majority, which Bordowitz and his contemporaries recognised as something that had to be condemned. The sensationalising of the victim and the novelty of PWAs made the discourse around these people carnivalesque when taken out of their control, while also engaging in the kind of scopophilia (pleasure from actively observing and objectifying passivity) Laura Mulvey discusses in 'Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema'. This troubling relationship between the unaffected, the photographer, and PWAs is discussed sardonically by Emmanuel Dreuilhe:
The camera invariably seeks out the 'victims' of the most spectacular battles. Its instinct for the sensational leads it to prefer the bald and wasted AIDS patient with the feverish haggard look, lying in his hospital bed (preferably with a few tubes up his nose), to his companion who is still able to take care of himself and speak articulately about his condition…. Everyone knows it's best not to give us a chance at the microphone and that pictures deceive us even better than words (122).
One such problematic representation of the AIDS crisis is Nicholas Nixon's People With AIDS (1987-88) photography series, where Nixon -a straight white man without AIDS -presented PWAs in black and white as men inescapably subsumed and made helpless by AIDS. MoMA's endorsement, commission, and exhibition of Nixon's work facilitated his acting as an uninvited spokesperson for the marginalised, profiting from pain in a self-congratulatory way. These images are seen to have PWAs 'disclose the stigmata of their guilt' (Watney 78) just as the mass media forced them to in the 1980s. In these cases Nixon removes their agency by constructing a portrait of a victim for shock value, with which Nixon created a campaign to the effect of desensitisation rather than activism. By presenting these men as tragic casualties of their own undoing, Nixon represented a spectacle of guilt-free voyeurism, the perfect victim object in Rosler's terms, since 'with the appropriate object to view, one no longer feels obligated to suffer empathy' (2).
The implication that this is the voice and the image that the PWA community want to perpetuate, as supported by a high art institution, was rightly perceived as damaging to their cause. ACT UP, AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power, staged a protest against the exhibition and the monetisation of their suffering with an accompanying 'NO MORE PICTURES WITHOUT CONSENT' flyer in 1988, directly addressing the issue of representation:
Ultimately representations affect those portrayed. In portraying PWAs as people to be pitied or feared, as people alone and lonely, we believe this show perpetuates general misconceptions about AIDS without addressing the realities of those of us living every day with this crisis as PWAs and people who love PWAs. This is included in Jan Zita Grover's 'Visible Lesions: Images of PWA', in which the author goes on to state that these photographs 'reflect no understanding of the complicated history of PWAs to name themselves, to assert their rights, or of the accumulated meanings surrounding mainstream media images that PWAs struggle to oppose' (374). They therefore do little more than regurgitate the straight, white, mass media portrayal of PWAs that dehumanised them and presented their condition as something to be observed from a distance.
As a self-possessed and articulate artist, Bordowitz forces the viewer to reassess the public image of PWAs and their representation, when mass media and institutions preferred to perpetuate narratives of victimhood and degeneration, in direct opposition to Nixon's persona and work. A comparable incident between the two works is the depiction of the PWA's family. Nixon's image of Ginny, Bob and Dr. Sappenfield ( fig. 1) is one of shame. It is terse, uncomfortable and evocative of struggle against the prejudice of a nuclear family, a trope of problematic AIDS representation discussed by Simon Watney. In 'The Spectacle of AIDS' he writes: 'The spectacle of AIDS is thus always modified by the fear of being too 'shocking' for its domestic audience, while at the same time it amplifies and magnifies the collective 'wisdom' of familialism' (82). In Nixon's photograph, the struggle is against the father in particular, who glares and pushes Bob's chest while the mother clings to his back. In sharp contrast, Bordowitz's stepfather and mother, however, are shown to be supportive, thoughtful individuals (figs. 2), with Bordowitz at the dinner table, as much a family member as either of them. Footage of a man performing incredibly dangerous stunts with a baby (we assume it is his child) on a Fraser presents as a member of the PWA community that the general public can stomach. The idea that appropriate sympathy can be felt for grieveable lives is discussed by Judith Butler in Precarious Life:
'How does the prohibition on grieving emerge as a circumscription of representability, so that our This 'face' relates to Levinas and the Other as something inherently vulnerable, whose vulnerability needs to be recognised via adequate humanising representation; which is in sharp contrast to the desensitising narratives that are considered fit for public consumption by media executives. Bordowitz's refusal to be silent or silenced in his activism and career addresses the problems of representation during the AIDS crisis: that PWAs' voices had to be heard, that mass media's representation of PWAs had to be usurped, and that the uniquely existential struggle of this crisis had to be recognised as a discourse and as a product of a wider discourse of sexual politics. By failing to humanise or platform PWAs by objectifying and othering them, institutions across America contributed to the dissemination of morally supercilious and damaging beliefs about the virus and those it affected.
Implications in Bordowitz
To fail to recognise this and to internalise this institutional gaze results in a disavowal of the vulnerable which serves the socially powerful at the expense of individual. In Tim Dean's words, 'we are all PWAs (Persons With aids) insofar as aids is structured, radically and precisely, as the unconscious real of the social field of contemporary America' (84) and Bordowitz's work is a testament to that analysis. The sense of intimacy, anger and articulation in Bordowitz's reflective and responsive work rejects the moralising impulses of the previously ingrained social conditions in order to empower those represented.
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